Ocmis Irrigation

What is the nature of your business?
Design, supply installation and service of irrigation systems for golf courses and sports pitches.

What major changes have you seen in your sector of the industry over the last 10 years?
The implementation of more precise control systems enabling the greenkeeper to manage application and use of water to a much higher degree. The use of Medium Density Polyethylene pipe as used by the Water Authorities available in 100 metre coils, replacing the traditional UPVC pipe which have many joints - one per six metres.

How do you believe the industry as a whole has changed over the same period?
Far more aware of water costs - mains water now averages approximately £0.80 per cubic metre. Far more aware of water usage and application rates and how often to apply the required amount. Far more aware of irrigation system operation and maintenance through training courses, college courses and the need for irrigation.

Looking into your crystal ball what major developments do you envisage over the next 10 years in your sector?
The continuing upgrade of the old piping systems and control systems. Even more interest in precise application of water and reliable operation. More attention being paid to sprinkler positioning and nozzle performance.

And in the industry as a whole?
The industry will benefit from training given to greenkeepers ie they will enter into a market knowing what they want to buy and whey they need it.

What contribution do you believe BIGGA has made to the industry since the Association was formed?
BIGGA has promoted greenkeeper training and highlighted that better greenkeepers promote a better golf course.

Why are you pleased to be associated with BIGGA?
Because BIGGA promotes an image awareness in the requirements and needs of a professional person doing a professional job.

What do you believe to have been your company's greatest contribution to the fine turf industry?
The unique service backup and training offered by Ocmis, the advocacy and use of MDPE pip and compression fittings. Implementing and designing new standards for remedial works on golf courses - utilising machinery which with minimal disruption is capable of installing pipe up to 160 mm in diameter without significant scarring.

Would you like true greens?

YOUEED TRUE SURFACE LIGHTWEGHT VIBRATORY GREENS ROLLERS

• Consistently fast and true greens without lowering cutting heights
• Raise cutting heights or miss a mowing to relieve stress without loss of speed
• Restore surface after aeration
• Vibrate top dressing onto the surface
• The faster way to roll that follows contours just like your mower does

AMAZING VIBRATORY ACTION

TRUE SURFACE rollers weigh no more than your standard mowing units. Their unique vibratory action energises the surface particles and transforms the green back to its original shape without using a heavy roller!

USED BY MANY TOP CLUBS THROUGHOUT EUROPE INCLUDING:

• St Andrews • Girneagles • Camoufla • Forest Pines • Steve Russell Hotel • Lambourn • Chart Hills • Birchgrove Estate • Mentix Wood • North Hants • Skibo Castle • Woking • Parkwood • Golfplatz Holdorf • Crail • Kilenburns • Club de Bonmont • Golfbaan Munsingen-Freeburg • Golfpark Schloss Wilkendorf • Hamburger Parkverein

GREENSWARD DIRECT 0113 267 6000

FREE DELIVERY THROUGHOUT EUROPE

WESSEX
TRADING ESTATE
OAKHANGER ROAD
BORDON HANTS GU35 9BH
TEL 01420 478111

THE RIGHT CHOICE